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Glen O’Neal, a freshman in the
University, is promoting a plan to es
tablish a co-operative book store on
the .campus.
O’Neal figures that the
students of the University spend be•twaen two and three thousand dollars
each year for books and supplies. He
says that the co-operative book store
will furnish books at lower prices.
Under his plan, also, each student will
receive a share o f the, profits of the
enterprise according to the amount
spent for books.

The High schools of the state are
in the best condition in the history of
Montana education, according to head
o f the Department of Geology, Dr.
J. P. Rowe who has just returned from
a trip of inspection in the eastern part
of the state.
Mr. Rowe inspected the high schools
of Miles City, Billings, Laurel, For
sythe, and Glendive.
The heavy
spring washouts prevented the inspec
tion of Columbus and Hysham. While
on the trip Mr. Rowe acted as judge
o f a debate between Miles City and
Forsythe; Forsythe won.
Courses Well

Standardized.

Mr. Rowe says that the standing of
the schools is much better than he
has ever seen.
The teaching staffs
are enthusiastic and energetic; the
courses are. well standardized, and all
are reaching a high uniform grade.
The general interest in the Univer
sity seems to be. greatly increasing.
Many o f the alumni are at work
boosting for (Montana and the work is
Will Buy Membership.
already showing results.
Mr. Rowe
The students will be given member said that he met many o f the old
ship in the store upon payment o f students.
$1.00 a year into a general fund.
At
Interest in Track Meet.
the end of the year the profits will be
“During the trip, I noticed much in
divided among the students.
Con
terest manifesting itself over the In
sidering the present size o f the. student
ter-scholastic this year,” said Mr.
'body and the amount spent for books,
Rowe. “Everywhere the boys are hard
the ordinary student would receive a
at work and things point to the most
profit or rebate o f ninety cents at the
successful meet we have yet held.
end of the year.
The rainy weather seeme.d to make no
Temporary Organization.
difference to the track men.
Every
It is planned that a temporary board afternoon, wherever I might be, I
could
see
candidates
out
and
working,
of directors will be organized in the
As the track will be im
near future.
This board will consist I tell you.
of several members of the faculty and proved and conditions generally bet
a number of upper iclassmeln.
As tered ali that effort should result in
soon as possible, this board will draw
(Continued on page three.)
up and submit a plan to the student
body together with general informa
tion.
Some time before May 30 they
will prepare for the sale of member
ship cards in the co-operative, organi
zation.
Those who are promoting the pro
gressive plan estimate that member
ship cards will be sold for $1.00, and
that enough capital can be secured in
this manner to equip a general supply
office close ’to the campus, and pre
pare in every way fo r the work next
fall.
The idea of a money saving organi
zation of this character composed of
students and faculty alike, is not a
ne.w one; for many years it has been
successful in eastern colleges, and in
many western colleges and universi
ties.

FOREMOST AUTHORITY.
Recognized as Country’s Best Versed
Man in Mining Law— During Tw en
ty-Eig h t Years in Montana He Has
Been Connected

With

Many Cases.

Judge John B. Clayberg, dean emeri
tus of the Montana Law School began
a series of lectures on mining law
Monday morning.
He will deliver a
two hour lecture every morning for
two weeks.
Judge Clayberg came to (Montana
from San Francisco.
He is now
practicing law in the coast city with
David S. Rose, formerly mayor of Mil
waukee.
A

Recognized Authority.

Judge Clayberg is the foremost au
thority on mining law in the country.
He has been counsel in the most
famous cases in mining law.
His au
thority on the subject was so highly
este.emed that he was asked to write
an article on that branch of the law
for the Cyclopedia of Law and P ro
cedure.
He has contributed articles
on mining law, to the leading publica
tions of the country.
Judge Clayberg has been a lecturer

STAR LEAVES CAST
OF THE IRISH PLAY.
On account o f the illness of Colin
Clemments, and the departure of Miss
Zerr, who had the. principal part in
the drama class production of the Irish
play, ‘ Spreading the News,” the play
will be postponed until April 18. The
other Irish plays which were to be
read by Mrs. Reynolds are also put
o ff until then when the. entertainment
will be given complete.
In place o f the Irish plays Mr. Rey
nolds will read a Spanish tragedy,
“Mad Man or Saint,” by the Spanish
playwright, Jose Echegari.

J U D G E J. B. C L A Y B E R G .

on mining law and water rights at the
University of Michigan for the past
twenty-two years.
He lectures on
the same branches at Columbia Uni
versity, New York.
Practiced Thirty-Eig ht Years.

D IFFE R EN 

P R E S ID E N T .

The best and hardest fought debate
of the year will be. held in the Univer TELLS O F E X P A N S IO N
sity hall, Friday, April 18, between the I
Varsity and the State College of
Says That University Will Ask for
Washington.
THe Washington men
Department of
Domestic Science
have won every contest they have had
and Household Arts— He Expects at
this season, are. the champions of the
Least 350 to Enroll in Session.
Northwest.
The judges will probably be Judge
D. C. Smith o f Kalispell, Judge E. C.
“ If you had done in the past ten
Day of Helena, and S. D. Kelley of i years what you have done in the past
two months, you would have a greater
Butte.
Washington will be represented by University of Montana here,” said
President E. B. Craighead to the mem
Leste, B. Vincent and George C. Crock
bers of the Chamber of Commerce, at,
ett.
Vincent, the first speaker, is a their noon luncheon Friday.
“Bury
sophomore.
This is his first debate. your factional differences—get to
However, he has spoken well in inter- ! gether, shoulder to shoulder—and you
will have a bigger city and a greater
class debates and much is expected of I
University.”
him.
Crockett is a senior in the col
President Craighead said that the
lege, and a veteran of many forensic large appropriations given the Uni
battles.
The W. S. C. team is confi- |versity this year were largely the re
dent of victory and are sure their sult of the efforts of the Chamber of
Commerce.
S. J. Coffee, president of
championship title, will be unsullied.
the Chamber, John M. Keith and John
Montana has a worthy team. Hor R. Toole were in Helena working for
ace S. Davis a junior in the Univer the appropriations during the closing
sity is a debater and orator of much days of the session.
■President Craighead emphasized the
experience and ability.
He has trav importance! of the summer session.
eled widely and has heard some of the ‘ Get behind the University and her
best debates of the country.
He took summer school,” he said, “and we will
part in Intercollegiate debates in Mon put (Missoula on the educational map
of the United States.”
He said he ex
tana and Utah in 1911 and 1912. W at
pected to see at least 350 students en
kins is accustomed to public speaking. rolled in the summer school this year.
He was on two Fargo college teams.
The two succeeding years will see an
The contest will be held in the Uni increase of a hundred students a year.
The speaker said that the University
versity hall, Friday, April 18, at 8:90
would hold classes all year if the
o'clock.
Immediately following the
finances would permit.
program a dance and reception will be
“ W e should have 200 teachers here
held in the gymnasium.
for the summer season,” he continued.
The president reminded his audience
the. money given the University for
HAMILTON BOYS’ BAND aof department
o f Commerce and A c
W OU LD PLAY AT MEET. counting. "W e must fit the young
men of the state for practical life,” he
said.
He said that the state board was to
The Hamilton boys’ band would play
be asked to create, a department of
at the Tenth Annual Interschoiastic Domestic Science and Household Arts
meet to be held on Montana field, May at the University.
“According to its
8 and 9, according to the Hamilton charter the University of Montana is
correspondence, to The Daily Mis- the only state institution that has a
right to expand in all directions,” he
soulian.
“But it is for the stSte board
The band is conducted by some of said.
the Hamilton High school students. to say whether we may expand or not.
W e believe we
They think they ought to play for the We need your help.
other high school students o f the state will get what we ask, but we want you
The boy musicians furnished the to help us get it.”
In closing bis address President
music for the Ravalli County Fair and
the state convention o f the Eagles last Craighead told of the crowde.d condi
tions at University.
year.

Judge Clayberg has practiced law
thirty-eight years.
Twenty-eight o f
these years have, been spent in Mon
tana. He has be.en connected in some
way with every important ease de
cided in Montana courts.
He was
one o f the commissioners appointed
a few years ago to clear the docket
of the State Supreme court.
Many
cases in the Montana Reports bear
the significant line; “Decided before
Commissioner Clayberg.”
“Any student who is caught cheat
He was counsel in the Drum Lummon case, pe.rhaps the most famous ing from now on is expected to quietly
I-Ie will
case involving mining law the country pack his trunk and go home.
has known.
The decision in that case notify the office that he is leaving
has been taken as a precedent in de and thus save the faculty the trouble
of expelling him,” said President
ciding hundreds of subsequent eases.
Judge Clayberg was associated with Craighead at convention yesterday
I
The question of dishon
"Bob” Ingersoll in the trial of the morning.
Davis will case.
This case is one esty in examination has created a
good deal o f discussion in~the faculty
known all over the United States.
during the last two weeks, but this
Graduate of Michigan.
was the first notice given the students
Judge Clayberg was graduated from of its decision, and according to the
the law department of the University president, will be the last.
The president said that the student
of Michigan in 1875.
In his Senior
year at Michigan he aided Jodge T. M. body was responsible for cheating.
Cooley in the preparation of his works They should make it so unpleasant for
on taxation, torts, and other technical any person who is dishonest in exams,
subjects
Judge Cooley was head, of that he would be glad to leave.
A c
the Law Department at Michigan.
cording to President Craighead a stu

CHEATERS MUST NOT WAIT TO
BE ASKED TO LEAVE VARSITY

ONESTY embraces the
notion of duty, of per
fect obligation rigidly
imposed by moral, if
not positive law. tJHonor obeys
a self imposed obligation—
Albert Mathews

■

dent's self-respect and desire for good
standing among his fellows should be
the strongest incentive for honesty.
Edward Vance. Cooke who appeared
on the lecture course at the Harnois
last night, entertained the students for
the first part of the convocation hour.
He recited several of his poems, and
as an example, of courage and an in
domitable spirit in tne face of ex
treme hard luck, he told the story of
"Nancy Hanks."
Mr. N. A. Hanks is a young- man
who lost both his arms and his sight
in an explosion of dynamite caps. Yet
without the use of gesture and with
his facial expression so impaired, he
reads Shakespeare on the lecture plat(Continued on Page Three)
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overthrowing the belief that a paper
must pander the sensation mongers.
Prounounced "Ki-meen.”
This is a They have proven .that a paper can
word taken from the language ot the
Selish tribe and means writing, or some refuse the advertisements of fakers,
thing in black and white.
and prosper.
Published on Thursday of every weeK
The sensational murder with its
by the Associated Students of the Uni
banner headlines is becoming a thing
versity of Montana.
of the past. The advent of the colEdited by the students taking the
liege man in-journalism is working a
course in journalism.
CARL C. DICKE j . , S U ...................... Editor change.
Even the people are rising against
DONALD B. YOUNG, ’15............ Manager
vicious journalism.
The legislature
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
of Colorado considered a law making
Entered as second class mail matter at
Missoula, Montana, underlet of congress it unlawful “for owner, manager, ed
of March 3, 1879.
itor, or reporter of any paper to pub
lish or cause to be published in any
THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1913.
newspaper, indecent or disgusting de
tails (whether true or not) of any
crime, vice, scandal or other matter
Honor is not a virtue itself, it is
which shall have a tendency to cor
a mail behind which the virtues
rupt private morals or to offend com 
fight more securely.
A man with
mon decency, or to make vice’ or crime
out honor is as maimed in his equip
seem attractive.”
ment as an accoutred knight with
The days of the Christian Science
out helmet.
Honor is no simple
truthfulness; it
is
truthfulness
Monitors are coming at last.

Sty? ifceklg Katmin

THE HELLBOX
T H E S U P R EM E B LO KE.

HARN0IS
THEATRE

Have you e.ver noticed, Beloved, that
guy-that sits ’round in the dorm? He

j always gets there in the evening before his girl’s half ready for'm.
H.e
knows that she’s hardly through eat
ing, but he hikes to the dorm just the
same, and sits himself down in the
parlor, and greets everybody by name.
He’s there when you come for your
damsel and he hails you in tones loud
and coarse, then he springs some old
wheeze on the. doorbell and applauds
with a laugh like a horse.
Then he
drapes himself 'round the piano and
walks on the keys with his fist then he
apes Eddie Foy, and wears the girls’
hats, and juggles four bits on his
wrist.
Then he. tells how he fools the
professors, and how he smokes nails
in Main hall.
He knows who will win
the world’s series, and why use a corksparkling with the fire of a suscentered ball.
And you just sjt still
pective personality.
It is some
and don't listen, but cherish the fond
T H E S T A C K E D D E A L.
thing more than ornament even to
hope that he will some day supply real
the highest.
amusement with a piece of inch rope
j According to some students a pro on a tree.
G E O R G E H. C A L V E R T ,
fessor is a revengeful nuisance. Those
The Gentleman.
I same students think that every pro|fessor is always waiting to avenge, W O O F! F L O W E R S A N D DICTIO N 
A R IES! I
some real or hallucinatory wrong with
FOR T H E CROW D.
a low grade.
They are certain that
every professor is prejudiced.
(From the Washington Daily.)
one eye and death
Set honor
If they get a “D” they swear that
In spite o^ a state law aimed at
the other,
they were, given a “ dirty deal.”
It vagrants who tread the ties between
Amd I will look on death indifferently. may be that personal feeling some towns and cheat the struggling rail
That was the way Shakespeare times enters into a final grade. Per roads, three freshmen, Edward Sevwould look at the system of “crib haps there are some instructors who e.rns, Martin Deggeller and George
bing” in examinations. But of course will give a man a low grade to sati Flood, aborigines of Ohehalis, have
we are not all Shakespeares. And we ate a feeling of hatred.
decided to emulate the pedal Weston
are not all honorable.
| But if the man who asserts that he and suicidal cows by wending their
“G'et together; organize.”
That is was given a dirty deal will look over holiday nostalgic journey on foot.
the American cry for efficiency. The his record he will find that he has
The young men are training hard
students have taken the letter o f the i “stacked his own cards.”
He has during their spare time for their com 
efficiency cry.
They get together to dealt his deal himself.
ing stroll.
One. of them has even
“crib.”
They form a coterie of dis
The abused professor has borne developed somnambulance, and may
honor.
many things.
He. has reminded the be truly said to 'be working night
The law disbands the men who get |student of“ deficiencies in
friendly and day.
They will go to Tacoma
too close, whether they are bankers way.
Friday, and leave there in the ‘‘wee
or thieves.
But law and personal
He has said nothing about absences. sma’ ” hours of t'he following morn
honor only can break the thievish He has overlooked tardiness.
ing.
They expect to arrive at the
coterie.
And at Montana that law
He has excused unpreparedness.
metropolis of Lewis county before
has a wavering, fluctuant influence.
He has done everything to help the. I Apollo has guided his solar automoWe. treat the violators and the ob |student along.
bile to
celestial garage beyond the
servers of the law o f honor with the | He has not been an enemy.
He has di,m western outlines o f Chehalis fursame respect.
Why then, should a been a friend, a companion.
niture factory, and before the watery
man observe the law?
dew o f eve has fallen like a wet
If he. cannot observe it for his own
T H E W ORD O F A FR IEN D .
i sponge upon the face o f nature.
sake, he should respect it for the sake
W e may not hint at the motives
of the crowd.
Without honor in the
Montana his thirty-nine students in I whicl( incline them t0 adopt thls
individual we cannot have an honor the University o f Michigan. To six
i^l
able crowd.
If the majority o f the or seven other institutions the state mode of travel, but the. fare from Ta
coma' to Chehalis is $1.60, and this i s !
students in a college, are “cribbers” sends at least -twenty.
It would be
that college soon has an unwholesome conservative to say that 300 students just about the end of the month.
atmosphere.
As Mr. Samuel Butler’ leave Montana to go to other colleges
UH! H U H ! LIK ELL.
said in “Hudibras.”
every year.
Honor is like that glassy bubble
The question has been “ How can we
That finds philosophers such trouble; stop this annual hegira?”
And the The student leads a jolly life,
Whose part least cracked, the whole answer has been “Build a greater Uni
He has no family or wife,
does fly,
versity in Montana.”
He labors not and does no spinning;
And wits are cracked to find out why.
Politics killed that plan.
But there Just lets laziness have an inning.
If only fQr the welfare of the Uni is another. University students should
Likell.
versity the fraternities should insist begin a campaign o f publicity.
They
that no man help h:s brother through
tell everyone o f the advantages He flourishes on John D.'s pelf;
a “ test.”
If a man insists upon in o f the University o f Montana.
And never has to work himself.
juring 'himself, perhaps no one ought
No Montana student should go to And it is true as I here rqention,
to cry against it
But the welfare of Michigan or any other institution to
That graduates receive a. pension
the. University is involved in a viru study law.
Montana has two in
Likell.
lent system o f cribbing.
structors who give courses at Michi“ The University o f Montana; it must -gan.
They give, the same courses at j n c.]ass hg sits in easy chair,
prosper.”
the University of Montana.
Beside a co-ed gay and fair;
The other departments and schools , p jayg tick-tack-toe, nor does a rap
A C L E A N E R JO U R N A L IS M .
at the University equal the law school But chat, and play, and yawn and nap
--------|in maintaining high standards.
Likell.
In modern journalism it is too often] The University tells the public of|
the business office that decides the I the advantages of her courses.
At luncheon in the commons he
But no printed panegyric has the Doth dine in utmost luxury;
trenchancy or the servility o f editor. ,
.
...
.
.
same influence as the word of a per- His afternoons replete with ease,
tal pens. The business office, too, has
. . . .
|sonal friend.
Would cost two dollars in the loop.
decided whether' the paper will b e ;
____________________
Likell.
sensational or clean.
Whatever new school the Univer
The American people crave sensa sity might ne.ed, she does not need a )
His afternoons repletes with ase,
It is the com 
tion. Their swift gait of living makes School of Burglary.
He spends beneath the campus trees;
them crave the salacious as the ani- mon belief that she already has a Or in shouting “ Rah for Gasoline!”
School
of
Scandal.
male craves salt.
The newspapers
To liven uip the football team.
Likell.
are satiating the desire.
The planting of the spring crops has
As the pendulum swings, that in evidently diverted the attention of
A show downtown, a supper, then
sensate desire is being replaced by the Aggie journalists temporarily.
Some poker in a classmate’s den;
a desire for clean, wholesome news.
The song they always sing “The And last in bed in sumptuous dorm,
Americans have complained of the
To sleep till very late next morn.
servility of the press. Yet by pub Sentinel will be bigger and better than
Likell.
lishing the scandals of the country ever this year.”
with their sickening details, the press
You
think
’
tis
so. Instead his time
Montana will try to make it the
has been doing far more harm than third successive victory over W. S. C. He spends in writing for the “ line”
Verses like these, or, in endless grind,
it could ever do by bowing to the in debate.
Seeking "ultimate truths” to find.
money power.
Likell.
If a journalist has a breezy style is
Clean papers are being established
in many cities. The head of the house his dictionary?
Ouch!—Ed.
and the child learning the alphabet,
Chicago Tribune.
From the "LineMontana will surely win the track
can read them without fear of moral championship this year.
O’Tipe or Two” columns written by
retrogression. Their conservatism is
the Pen club of the University of Chi
weaving their success.
They are
cago.
Still ‘You Never Can TeJl.”

Tuesday Apr. IS
Joseph Brooks
presents

A
rrow
Kotch COLLARS

THE BELMONT STYLE IN FOUR HEIGHTS
GLASOOW ZY>, In.
BELMONT 2 }i In.
MEDORA 2 '/a In.
CHESTER 2 In.
2 fo r 25 eta.

C H IE T T . PEABO D Y & CO .. M akers

Wm.H.Crane

The Smoke House

In His Greatest Com
edy Success

Post Office News Stand

------AND-----F. H. K N IS L E Y , Prop.

“ THE SENATOR
KEEPS HOUSE”

Masonic Temple

Cigars, Tobaccos, Billiards, Pool,
Newspapers and Magazines
Periodicals and Postcards......

Lowney’s Candies

By Martha Morton

Pipe repairing a specialty.

Exactly as given for four
months at the Garrick
Theatre New York City

PRICES 50c to $2.00
Seat Sale Mon. Apr. 14,10 a. m.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANE
C A P IT A L A N D S U R P L U S
$400,000.00

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G rocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Vienna Cafe
Next

to

American Theater, on
Main Street.

A

Savings Department in
Connection
F. S. L U S K ......................President
F. H. E L M O R E . V ice-P resident
E. A . N E W L O N ................. Cashier
N E W E L L G OU G H , A sst Cashier

LUCY & SONS
Complete House
and O ffice
Furnishings

For a Good Meal We
Excel
P R IC ES R E A S O N A B L E

Try our famous coffee.
day and night.

Open

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Our Special
$1.00 Fountain Pen
Each one guaranteed—If not
satisfactory may be exchanged
or money refunded.

Self-fillers, $1.50

Florence Steam
Laundry
THOMAS BUSHA
Student Agent.

LISTER’S
114 E. Main SL

Missoula, Mont.

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
C A P I T A L ..................... $200,000.00
S U R P L U S ....................
50,000.00
Officers

The Home Plate

Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

J.
S.
A
R.

M. K eith . . . . President
J. Coffee . . . . V lce-P res.
R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
C. Glddlngs, A sst. Cashier

Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
C A P IT A L .
SU R PLU S

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT

$ 200 , 000.00

50,000.00

G. A . W o lf . . President
J. H . T. Ryman . Cashier

J. A. CAVANDER

Grocers to the South

G E N E R A L ELEC TR IC
S U P P L IE S

Side

Construction and Repairs, F ix 
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Phones; Ind. 1602; Bell 628-Black
318 Higgins Avenue.
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WORKING FAST IKEEN INTEREST MICHIGANDERS
ON YEAR BOOK
IN ATHLETICS W ELL RECEIVED!

University
Girls
The Missoula Light & Water
Co. sells a

Editor Says Sentinel Will Be Seventy Five Men Hear Eastern University Students
Delight the People of
Issued About
Coach Mustaine Discuss
Missoula.
May 10.
Spring Sports
"The. 1914 Sentinel will 'be bigger
and better than ever; it will be issued
near the date set for the Interschol
astic track meet,” said Nat Little, edi
tor of the annual, stereotyping the
the. words of eleven other Sentinel edi
tors.
Away up in a little room on the third
floor o f the Main building, the staff of
the Sentinel is busy cutting, pasting,
and arranging gems for the book. The
typographical wprk has already been
started.
The engraving work is com 
pleted.
Artists and kodakers have be.en col
lecting pictures for the book since the
beginning of the year.
Due to the
large number of “fussers” entering
with the new era, this year’s edition
of the Sentinel will contain more “ hu
man interest dope” than any of its pre
decessors.
Snapshots of life on the
campus are the most interesting fea
tures of the book.
The class pictures are neat and well
arranged.
The Seniors are subjects
of an innovation in "obituaries.”
The 1914 Sentinel is giving more
prominence to athletics than any o f its
predecessors.
The individual cuts of
the athletes are avowed to toe better
than any other Sentinel has had.
The editors are offering prizes for
th'3 best snapshot, the. best cartoon, the
best heading, and the best short story.
Esther Birely, Nat Little, Paul Gervais, Herbert Kuphal and “Bat”
Sheedy, are seeking subscribers for the
book.
The management says that
those who do not subscribe will not be
able to buy a copy o f the book.

Seventy-five men responded to the
call issued Friday by Coach Mustaine
for a me.eting o f all men interested
in spring athletics.
The purpose of
the meeting was to find out how many
men were going out for track and
how many for baseball.
Thirty
stayed for Coach Mustaine.’s special
talk on training regulations to the
track men.
Coach Mustaine first talked to all of
the man.
He said that a man could
not go out for both track and base
ball.
A man cannot do good track
work unless he gets interested in it
and he cannot be interested in two
things at the same time.
After this speech the. baseball en
thusiasts were dismissed and the track
men asked to remain a few minutes.
Coach Mustaine gave them a brief
talk on training and emphasized the
necessity for hard work.
He barred
fried foods, pork, veal, pastry, land
stimulants from the' athletes' diet, and
laid stress upon the importance o f
eight hours sleep.
“ Regularity and
persistence,” he said, “are necessary
for track, and I want every; man out
every day.”
A t this meeting a department meet
and a class meet was arranged for.
The “laws,” with “ Spud” Wiedman
as spokesman, declared that they were
going out for victory. “Punk” Owsley
spoke for the Art and Science depart
ment and announced their intention of
beating the “ laws.”
“Buck” Smead
spoke, enthusiastically for the engi
neers.
The coach asked each man to report
for the events he intended to enter.

Utility Electric Iron

“ They were simply great!” said Dr. |
J. P. Rowe, when asked for his opin
ion on the Michigan Glee and Mando
lin clubs.
“ They had an excellent
program throughout, and that second
quartet was really the best that I
have ever heard.”
The clubs arrived in Missoula, Fri
day in their special car at 12:40. They
were met at the station by several
of the Michigan Alumni.
The afternoon was spent about the
city and on the Varsity campus. The
singers paid a visit to Craig hall where
an informal reception was held for
them.
A full house heard the performance
in the evening.
Every number on
the program was given great applause.
The old Michigan men in the boxes
were led in cheering toy Prof. L. C.
Plant ’97, and ably assisted by Dr.
Bolton.
They revived some old Mich
igan cheer after each number.
The Glee' and Mandolin clubs them
selves were always met with favor
by the audience, but the individual
stunts of Alfred O. Williams, and
the songs by Waldo Fellows scored
the biggest hits of the evening.
The quartettes were excellent, but
the second, the “Midnight Sons,” was
the favorite.
Their comical selec
tions kept the house in an uproar.
After the concert the members of
the clubs were recejevd by Mrs. E. C.
Mulroney.
The clubs will be on the road until
April 15, having covered approximately
5,000 miles on the trip.

A combination iron, curling
iron heater and miniature stove.
It is a handy article for every
girl and woman.

For a Cup of

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Art Goods and Picture
Frames

Simons Paint and
Paper House
312-314 Higgins Avenue

Missoula Nursery
Company
Carnations and Potted

Go to

Plants

The Coffee Parlor

Owen Kelly
KEY

W E S T A N D D O M ESTIC
CIGARS.

Pool and Billiards
Pipes,

Tobacco

and

Cigarettes

Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
CHOCOLATES.
“ Meet Me at Kelly's”

First

National

Bank Building.

Thomas F. Farley
Company

105 East Cedar St.

Scandinavian American
State Bank
M ISSOULA, M O N T A N A

General Banking
Business Transacted.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

Green & Ellinghouse
j Automobiles and Taxicabs
for All Occasions
Prompt Touring Car Service at
Reasonable Rates.

Reliable Grocers

149 West

Your patronage respectfully so

CHEATERS MUST NOT
W AIT FOR EXPULSION.

LAWYERS TO BANQUET
IN FINE CONDITION. JUDGE J. B. CLAYBERG.

STATE HIGH SCHOOLS

Front Street

Missoula, Montana

licited.
611 Woody St.

Tel. 54

Hendrick C. Sartov
Artistic Photographer

(Continued From page One)

(Continued from page one.)

form. While in the hospital at Provo, j the smashing o f several state records.
/ ‘As to the feeling of the teachers,"
Utah, he met Mr. King, the great
teacher who inspired him and pre continued Mr. Rowe, “I can/ not say
too much.
Nearly all seem to favor
pared. him for his present work.
the summer school and indications
Mr. King read to Hanks the poem
point to a maximum attendance, this
"How Did You Die?” by Mr. Cooke.
season.
Unless all signs fail we will
It is probably Mr. Cooke’s best poem.
have nearly double the number of last
“Did you tackle that trouble that came
year.
The regular attendance also
your way
will toe much increased.
With a resolute 'heart and cheerful,
“ On the whole my trip was very
Or hide, your face from the light o f |
successful and encouraging.
Next
day
year will be a banner year for Mon
With a craven soul and fearful?
tana”
Oh, a trouble is a ton, or a .trouble is
The remaining high schools will toe
an ounce,
visited in the near future, as a yearly
Or a trouble is what you make it,
inspection is required by law.
And it isn’t the fact that you’re hurt I
that counts,
But only—how did you take it?”
GERMAN FORESTERS
“When Mr. Hanks learned that I
was the author of the poem,” said Mr.
COMING TO MONTANA.
Cooke, he paid me a gicat tribute by
telling of the inspiration it had been
to him.
But I could easily return the
A number o f German students are
compliment, for Nancy Hanks himself coming to Kalispell this year to take
was the poem.
a forestry course.
The. young men
will come from the forestry school of
Blackmore, S. C., and Darnstadt, Ger
MRS. DUNIWAY WRITES many. Professor Schenck, head of
the school, has notified Kalispell for
EQUAL SUFFRAGE BIL l |estry experts of this intention. This
________ •
action is largely due to encouragement
offered by the Chamber of Commerce.
A recent issue of Colliers’ Weekly About 80 students will be in the party.
printed a picture of Mrs. Abigail Scott
Duniway, mother o f Dr. C. A. DuniVARSITY LOSES LONG
way, former president of the Univer
sity of Montana. Mrs. Duniway wrote DISTANCE TRACKSTER.
the proclamation giving the right of
suffrage to the women of Oregon.
The Varsity track team received its
Mrs. Duniway is a pioneer in the
coast state.
She has always been an first set back this season when Nick
ardent worker for equal suffrage. The Taylor, ’ 15, a strong distance runner,
picture shows Mrs. Duniway handing left for Butte to take a job offered by
Taylor was doped to
the pen to Governor West after she a Butte firm.
’has completed penning the. proclama win points in the mile and. two mile
races.
As an inexperienced freshman
tion.
Mrs. Duniway was a sister of Col. he gave the veterans of the State col
Harvey Scott, who established the lege a hard race in the mile last year.
Portland Oregonian, and ran it for |With more age and experience Taylor
was good for at least five points in al
many years.
most any meet.
The printing that comes from the
See the “Know-How” Printers—you
Bureau has the class to it that pleases
know.
the customer.

__________________________________ ______ Oil Painting and Dry Plate Etching a

The. students r>f the Montana Law
specialty.
College will give a banquet in honor of KODAK FINISHING AND
PICTURE FRAMES
|®**^n*’ s ma^e evenings by appointment.
Judge. John B. Claybeeg, dean emeritus
of the College soon.
President HobFirst National Bank Building
litt of the Lawyers’ association ap
Missoula, Montana
McKAY STUDIO
pointed a committee of five, LaRue
HIGGINS B L O C K
Smith, R. C. W. Friday, R. H. Wie.dman, E. P. Kelly, C. E. Striever, to ar
range for the banquent.
The lawyers
and the factulty of the school will be
present.
Sdme of the prominent law
Selected line of all kinds of Pen
The only dealers in town who handle
yers of the town will also be invited.
nants.
They are priced low—

Western Montana Coal
Company
Real Roundup

CATHOLIC ACADEMIES

Both Phones 758

Missoula Art Co.
The Catholic Academies of Great
Artistic Photographing
Falls and Helena want to get on the.
accredited list of the University. Pro
N E X T T O BRIDGE
fessor E. F. A. Carey, of the Depart
ment of Mathematics, returned from
an inspection of the schools last week.
Dr. Thadde.us Bolton, head o f the
department of Psychology and Educa
The Barber
tion will leave this week for the north
College Men’s Haircutting and Mas
to inspect the other schools in that
saging. The best of attention.
section.
He will inspect the high
Under First Natl. Bank Bldg.
schools of Helena, Great Falls, Havre,
Belt and Fort Benton on his trip.

George Miller

Dr. R. H. Nelson

Drugists and Chemists .

H . H. Bateman
and Co.
Drugs, Books Stationery
See our engraved initial sta
tionery

and

correspondence

cards.
Orders for engraving solicited.

Dentist
Phone 1009.

“In the Heart of the Business District”

Our Specialty is
FIN E HAIR C U T T IN G

The Fashion Club

Thompson & Marlenee

Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors

Cor. Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

KENNETH

W O L F E , Student Agent

525 S. Higgins Avenue
Both Phone*
Ind. Phone 1687.

The Model Laundry j
M. NESBIT

Missoula Drug Co.

Room 46 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont.

Metropole

Agent for University 8tudenta.

at about half the usual price—
Come in and look them over.

ASK RECOGNITION.

The

Pennants

Bell Phone 415

THE ROYAL BAKERY
Genuine

Home-Made Bread,
Candy, Crackers, Etc.

Cakes,

531 South Higgins Avenue
Ten per cent discount to students If
bills are settled before the 10th of All Orders Receive Prompt Attention'
Missoula, Montana.
month.

THE MISSOULA HOTEL
James A. Walsh, Manager
MISSOULA,

MONT.

We clean everything. Phone
us. Our wagon will call.

The Pantorium
Bell phone 963 Black
Opposite Fire Hall.

4

Sunday Night Supper.

STATE BOARD
TO MEET SOON

After a long,and delightful automo
bile trip Misses Lewis, Hunt, Ludden,
Governor Stewart has called a spe
Messrs. Hunt, Kuphal and Forbis, re
turned to the home of Miss Eva Cof cial meeting of the state board of edu|cation to be held Saturday, April 12.
fee for a delicious supper.
The call did not state the purpose of
the meeting, but the governor said rou
Senior Thetas Entertain.
The senior members o f Kappa A l tine matters were to be considered in
pha Theta, Gladys Freeze, Louise connection with the changes in the law
Smith, and Suzanne Staben, enter ] made by the codification toill passed
tained Saturday afternoon in their by the Thirteenth assembly.
He. also said probably there would
sorority suite at Craig hall.
A de
lightful afternoon was spent at bridge. ! be some discussion of the matter of
At five o’clock’ Professor Plant invit the appointment o f a chancellor o f the
ed the young ladies down to the Hall’s I University of Montana as unified by
This measure em
parlors where an informal reception the Leighton bill.
was held for about twenty members powers the state tooard to name a
of the Michigan Glee club.
Clever chancellor, if it wishes, who shall re
songs toy several o f the young men side at Helena,
and an informal dancing party con
cluded the afternoon.
At a late hour
the. hostesses served delicious refresh LARUE SMITH WILL
ments to their guests who were the
Misses Foster, McDonald, Ruse, Dun EDIT THE LAW KAIMIN.
can, Rhoades, Gilbert, Hardenburgh,
McCall, Bonner, McCarthy, Birely,
A t a meeting of the Lawyers’ asso
Uline, Saver and Kettlewell.
ciation, Friday, LaRue Smith was
chosen to edit the Law eddition of The
For Michigan Men.
Smith did not want the
After the splendid performance of Kaimin.
He took it with the. un
the Michigan Glee club at the Harnois, editorship.
Saturday
evening,
the
Michigan derstanding that every lawyer would
Alumni of Missoula gave a most de write an article for the issue.
The lawyers plan to issue their num
lightful dance in compliment to the
They say
visitors from their Alma Mater.
Mr. ber the latter part of April.
It
will be the best paper any Univer
and Mrs. E. C. Mulroney took charge
They plan to
of the dance and suceeded in making sity staff has written.
it most enjoyable.
Splendid music spend money on it with an unsparing
was furnished by the club orchestra. hand.
Smith edited the Lawyers’ edition
During the evening several selections
He is a practical journal
were sung by “ The Midnight Sons,” last year.
Under his direction the boast of
who were so well received at the the ist.
the lawyers ought to be fulfilled.
ater.
Nautilus Club.

On Friday evening a crowd o f about
60 young people who have formed
themselves into the Nautilus club
gave the second o f a series o f dances
that will be given every two weeks.
The dance was a fancy dress affair
and the many clever and ridiculous
costumes added greatly to the fun o f
the evening.
Clever and appropriate
prizes were, given for craziest cos
tumes.
The Bureau o f Printing, 137 E Main
street. Both phones, 615.

SIBLEY W RITES FOR
CALIFORNIA PAPER.
The resurrected California Journal
o f Technology issued by the Engineer
ing department o f the University of
California has an article on the his
tory of the Journal written by Robert
Sibley, formerly bead o f the Depart
ment o f Engineering at the University
of Montana,
Mr. Sibley was the founder and first
editor of the Journal.
The Journal has resumed publica
tion after three years o f inactivity.

SINGING ON STEPS
CALLED FOR TONIGHT.
Lucius E. Forbes, Varsity Yell king,
has announced a “ Singing on the
Steps” for this evening.
This is the
first singing o f the year.
The yell leader wishes to see at least
150 students on the stone steps to
night
He will begin the work of
getting the rooters in condition for
the coming track meets.

VALUABLE PAPERS
ADDED TO LIBRARY.

“ FRATS” MAY MEET ON
I THE VARSITY DIAMOND
As a means of generating interest in
baseball and creating some lively
hilarity as well, an inter-fraternity
baseball series has been agitated. A
similar schedule was planned last year
but was sidetracked for more import
ant things.
Such a series is played
early in the season at nearly every
college and always furnishes the de
sired amusement, and practice for the
Varsity men as well.
Sigma Chi will put a strong team
on the diamond and the Sigma Nu
who are still seeking vengeance for
the indoor defeat, are anxious to put
in a bid for the outdoor pennant. Iota
Nu has some good men and will give
the others a close chase.
There are
a number o f students rooming at the
Penwell and they, with recruits from
other dens, can form another good
team.

ALUM NA DESCRIBES
RAMPAGE OF HUDSON.
Florence DeRyke ’12, secretary of
the Young Women’s association at
Troy, N. Y., has written to friends in
Missoula telling o f the ruin caused by
floods of the Hudson river in the east
ern city.
The. Hudson shared the
rampagiousness o f other rivers in the
east.
For a while a portion of the
business district o f Troy was under
water.
The suffering among the
poorer inhabitants was intense.
Miss
DeRyke says that hex .association took
care o f many women and children at
its home.

MINIATURE FIRE IN
THE FOU NDRY ROOM.

“Fire! F ire!” shouted Bert Peppard
Saturday morning and the whole shop
force including Mr. Gross, shop in
structor, ran for the foundry room.
The smoke was thick, the flames leap
ing and crackling.
The. water was
turned on and after a fierce fight, the
fire was overpowered.
Then when
the smoke had cleared away, it was
discovered that the blaze come, from
two boxes that had caught on fire,
from the fire that Mr. Gross had built
to heat a kettle.
Although a harm
less flame it gave the engineers a
Printers of the quality class, 137 chance to show their ability as fire
fighters.
E. Main street. Phones 645.

A valuable collection of documents
and reports o f interest to students in
economic problems and civic reforms,
has recently been added to the library.
These pamphlets consist o f State
Legislative Bureau reports, Commer
cial cluto reports, laws and ordinances
of various cities over the country, and
plans for beautifying the larger cities.
There is much valuable material in
them for students interested in pres
ent civic and economic reforms.

Our Contemporaries
Oregon.

Professor Stockton Axson, Litt, D.,
A., M., brother-in-law of President
Woodrow Wilson, will toe instructor in
the University of Oregon summer
school this summer.
Professor A x
son, who has, since 1904, been profes
sor of English in Princeton university
is known as one of the most brilliant
lecturers on English literature in the
United States.
Oregon.

The Richmond Tobacco company
does not understand the ways of the
Western Co-ed.
So it. would appear,
at least, for last week they sent to
each of the national sororities at the
University of Oregon, three packages
of Gold Tipped, Perfumed Cigarettes
guaranteed a cool smoke and not to
bite the tongue.
W ith the cigarettes cam e a letter,
hoping that they would give, the en
closed package a fair trial, and if sat
isfied, place an order with the firm
in the future.
According to the young ladies, the
packages remain unopened.
One o f
the girls has suggested, the novel plan
of supplying the masculine visitors
with the “ makins” in these “gold
tipped” boxes to supplant the trusty
“Bull Durham” brand that stains the
finger tips.
Idaho.

Plans are now under way to convert
the amphitheater behind the gymna
sium into a field for the use o f track
and other sports.
The legislature in its last session
made an appropriation of $3,000 to
the university for the purpose of pro
viding a satisfactory place to hold
the university sports.
Together with this, the student
body intends to sell its interest in
the old field, which has been badly
damaged for track purposes.
The proceeds of this sale will be
placed with the appropriation and a
good field will be made from the nat
ural amphitheater behind the gym.
The site of the new field is very
large and is shaped like a horseshoe
with steeply rising sides.
The bot
tom is rolling, but can be easily
smoothed out.
When this is done, a
quarter-mile track will be built re
sembling the one on the old field,
and inside will be the football and
baseball fields.

The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. W e are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

Ice Cream Sundaes and

Union Market

Soda

A Good, Clean Shop

Fountain

Drinks

of all kinds.

Fancy Meats
Fine Poultry
B O TH P H O N E S
Bell 117

Nonpareil
Confectionery

Ind. 431

130-132 Higgins Avenue

Wisconsin—

Dennis W. Crile of Madison, senior
in the college o f letters and science at
the university, was expelled 'by the
Jeweler and Optician
board o f regents yesterday for being
Repairing a Specialty
the author and publisher of the
114 E A S T MAIN S T R E E T
Blackbird, an objectionable publication
Montana
which appeared on the campus re Missoula,
cently.
W e have just received a new line of
Stanford. — Scholarship statistics
A good place to have
which have been compiled for the
men students at Stanford, show an
your Cleaning and Pressimproved standing of the fraternity
] done.
men over previous terms. The per
centage of failures or suspensions
224 N. Higgins Ave.
this year was only 9 per cent, an im
provement o f 3 per cent over the term
ende.d December, 1911, and 4 per cent
better than for the same period in
1910. The percentage of non-frater
nity men failing for the first time or
being dropped has increased from 5.8
per cent in 1911 to 7.8 per cent for
the fall semester of 1912. Of the to
tal number registered, 8 per cent
either failed or were, suspended. The
number of suspensions increased from
17 to 30. Twenty-nine were placed on
probation during last term.
Gertrude Zerr ’15, left Sunday for ing the short foresters left for his
Lewistown where she will teach |home in Darby last week,
BROW N LEAD “ LAW S”
school during the summer. Miss Zerr I Francis Birdsall ’16, returned from
IN DEPARTMENT MEET. completed her semester’s work in the a two weeks’ visit in South Dakota
University early to accept the. Fergus ! this week.
County school.
She spent the sumAlice Mathewson ’12, spent the.
mer of 1912 teaching in Cooke City, week-end at her home in Anaconda,
“Jimmy” Brown was chosen to lead the little mining camp near the Yel- She returned to Missoula Sunday
the Lawyers’ track team in the' depart lowstone Park.
night.
ment meet to be held April 12. Brown
Harold Berry, ’ex ’14 is visiting his
W e cater to your especial wants in
is confident his team will run away
Bureau of Printin^
with the flag.
“ Down with the Engi parents in Missoula. He is accompan- I println~
neers” is the cry in the “Black Hole ied by his wife "Mike Berkin,” a clever! Anna'bel Robertson ’12> came down
violinist
After
a
short
stay
in
Misfrom
■
I
fcm
,lton
Saturday morning to
of Calcutta.”
The lawyers have some
o f the best athletes in the institution soula Mr. and Mrs. Berry will leave attend the concert given by the Michiclub.
in their “Hole” and it is certain that for the east where Mrs. Berry will be- gan
of the. Orpheum circuit.
Elsie Kain ’ 16’ left for her home !n
they will make a good showing in the gin a , tour
,
_
Stevensville Monday afternoon.
____________________
Nicholas Taylor ” 15, has left the
meet.
University to accept a position with a
Ignorance of the law does not pre“Bureau o f Printing” for the. finer Butte firm.
vent the losing lawyer from collect kind of printing. Union block.
W. I. Inbusch, who aided in instruct- ing his bill.—Puck.

J. D. Rowland

!

Stall and Dean Sporting
Goods
HEIMBACH’S

The Butte
Cleaners

s

VARSITY TRACK TEAM WILL BE ONE
SCHOLASTICS!
B E S T JN

FROSH t o MEET

With

Odds

About

Even,

Freshmen Meet High
School Wednesday.
What promises to be one of the most
spirited and hotly contested meets of
the season will ibe held on Montana
Field, Wednesday, April 16, / when a
dual meet between the Varsity Fresh
men and the local High school will be
held.
Two years ago the Freshmen
doubled the score of their Scholastic
opponents but unless the dope bucket
upsets entirely a margin of five or
six points will separate, the scores
this year.
In the sprints the high school are
depending upon Whaley, McHaffie,
Stone, Murphy and Anderson to defeat
Dowd, iMolchior and Brown of the
Varsity Freshmen.
Jones Will Run,

TO HOLD FIRST
MEET APRIL 12
; Four Departments to Be
Represented on Montana
Field Saturday.
Track teams representing different
departments of the. University will
meet
on Montana Field, Saturday
aftermoon, April 12. This is the first
meet of the kind held in the Univer
sity.
I The race for the score will un
doubtedly lie between the Law school
and the College of Arts and Sciences.
The Engineers and the Foresters have
j fewer men and for that reason will
not toe heavy point-winners.
The Law Team.

The “ Laws” have Wiedman, Kelly
and Cameron in the quarter and half,
Brown in the sprints and hurdles,
Craighead and Boddy in the discus,
Dornblaser in the weights, Sewell in
the high jump, Boddy in the toroad
jump, and Anderson and Friday in the.
distance runs. This outlay makes the
Barristers the paper favorites and
they certainly will make all comers
travel.
The College layout includes Owsley
in the. sprints and broad jump, Ronan
in the sprints and hurdles, Molchoir
and Watkins in the sprints, W olfe in
the high jump,
Humphreys
and
Schroeder in the quarter, Long, Baird,
Baxter and Clements and Hansen who
will be doughty quintette in the long
runs, Temple.ton in the broad jump,
and pole vault, Forbes, Streit, Busha
and Schug in the weights, Gault in the
discus and others who may pop up
later.

The Scholastics claim the. 440-yard
dash before the event is run.
Jones
is their pride.
He will undoubtedly
break the Interscholastic record this
year in the quarter.
Along with him
M O N T A N A C H A M P IO N S , 1911.
will run Murphy and probably Ross.
The
outlook
for
a
successful
track
!
Schroeder,
Stanley, Owsley, Morton and I has overcome the hardest part of
The Freshmen are well represented
in this event also.
Humphreys is not season at the University is indeed I Kelly. The record in this event should hurdling, that of “ taking the hurdle
This is Cameron’s last I On the run" which many hurdlers fail
running in his best form but should promising. With all last year’s point fall this year.
Last season he was unable to
be doing so within a week. Schroeder winners together with several, stars ye.ar in athletics and he will undoubt- , to do.
has been a point winner for the Park from the Freshmen class the Varsity edly endeavor to set a mark at his |get up speed between the jumps but
Cameron was crip- i it is thought that with this year’s praeCounty High school, and is a good man j should be able to form a well balanced ! favorite d'stance.
team, something she has not had in pled and disabled a few days before tice. along with former experience this
at this distance.
The Varsity has al ! the meet last year and consequently I difficulty will be overcome.
Herbert
At present Coach MeG'ough of the several seasons.
It j Molchior, Streit and. Brown are three
High school is not sure who his dis ways toeen a consistent winner in the Montana suffered in the quarter.
tance. men will be, but he has several weight departments; but since, the days has been freely stated that he could j more Freshmen looking for honors in
Brown is one o f the holddark horses who have 'been galloping when Joe Malcolmson and “Bob” Cary |have taken the measure of the Aggy this event.
|ers of the interscholastic record in
to the Fort and back daily since Jan tore up the cinders in atoout 10 flat, the ! captain, Blinn, in that race.
Wiedman, the terrible Teuton hailing this e.vent.
uary.
Of these Mohr,
Sterling, sprinting department has been woe
Engineers Also Strong.
Sticht and Hester look to be the best. fully weak. No man, as yet, has shown I from the. attic- o f the law school has
Hurdles.
The Engineers too are strong and
Pitted against them will toe Simpkins, the class in the' pole vault of Roy been out for two weeks getting in con'Prospects
in
high
hurdling
is
at
pres
may surprise their ri\rals. They have
He has a stride equal to that
Long, Darrow,
Janeck,
McManus, McPhail, who for several seasons has dition.
ent not so bright as in other events. the. two Dehnerts in the pole vault,
stood by and seen aspirants for the pole j of a kangaroo.
He was right up in
Schroeder, Humphreys, Clements and
The
only
veteran
is
Ronan
who
took
a
Smead in the sprints and discuss, Grif
several others.
These races should vault honors fall short of the 11-ft. 3 j the crowd in this event last year, al- |second in last year’s meet with the
fith, Day and Janeck in the weights,
inch record mark. That Joe Malcolm though he ran out of condition.
The I
be among the best o f the meet as
Aggies.
Dehnert,
Tabor,
Humphrey
Evans,
McManus, Gwinn and Dehler
son is the best hurdler that e.ver wore cinder path at Stanford will bear rec
there will be about 25 entries.
the Varsity colors is admitted without ord that Wiedrtian clipped the. quarter ! and Dowd are training for the event. in the distances, Sam Dehnert in the
In the hurdles McHaffie, Anderson
discussion, nor are any of the presejit in about 53; and if he can only dupli- Dehnert beat the best that Fergus High high hurdles, broad jump, high jump,
and “Babe” Lansing compose a trio
contenders liable to dim his pre-em i ! cate this performance Montana should school could show in this event. Dowd and probably sprints, Smead in the
that will be hard to beat. The Fresh
is a good low hurdler and will toe. de sprints, and Tabor, Thurston and Lans
nence.
But, admitting that there are |annex both places.
men has “ Cupid” Lansing, a brother
veloped for the high ones also.
Tabor ing in the 'hurdles.
no Carys, Malcolmsons or McPhails in
Humphrey hails from Idaho and is |
of the High school boy, Thurston, and
this year’s squad o f bare-legged hust credited with the same time as W ied- j has the height and reach and if he
Only Two Foresters.
Brown.
Of these Lansing is showing
has
speed
should
be
the
class
in
this
lers, a careful study of the competitors man in this event.
He received his
The. Foresters have a good man in
the best form getting over the hurdles.
Montana was annihilated in
in the different departments will con I early -training at the hands of “ Hec” I event.
Dowd who will run the sprints and
Thurston, however, is working good
vince the most skeptical that the out Edmundson, a product of the Univer this event last year, and it is the in hurdles, and will also enter the broad
and is getting better every day. Brown
look is indeed so promising that it sity of Idaho, he of Olympic fame. |tention of Coach Mustaine to apply the
and high jumps and the pole vault.
ought to take the low hurdles easily.
would be unsafe to say that in the “ Hump” , as he is commonly known, is proper “stuff” to this sore spot.
Ade, will enter the mile and 'half mile.
In the high jump it looks like the
High Jump.
present season any o f the Collegian one o f the hardest and most conscienBoth these men are expected to win
Freshmen will win points.
Denny
records will stand.
From the outlook Montana rrjust de points, and if there were more of
I tious workers on the squad.
will have hard work beating Dehnert
pend
upon
W
olfe,
Clements,
Sewell,
I them the Foresters would present a
Many Candidates for Sprints.
and Dowd.
Distance Runs.
Smead and Dehnert to win the high I formidable array.
The broad jump will be fought out'
In the sprints Montana should be far
Cameron, Wiedman, Darrow, Schroe- jump.
|
W
olfe
was
ineligible
to
com
between Ross and Dowd, with Tem stronger than she was last year.
Be der, Wells, Long, Baird, Hansen, pe^e jast year so little is known of his
pleton close up.
Dowd is jumping sides Captain Owsley, Dowd o f Inter Busha, Armitage, Boddy, Anderson,
ability, but his high school record
up close to the record now and is as scholastic fame is a dangerous com  Sorenson, Kuphal and Streit are the |shows that lt takes a jump of five feet SEVEN MEETS WILL
reliable as an adding machine.
petitor, and along with him is IMol men delegated to make the Varsity six inches to beat him. As to the rest
BE HELD AT VARSITY.
Weak in Weights.
chior, another Interscholastic point winners in the long runs.
Armitage, you must toss a coin for the best.
Both contestants are weak in the winner.
Then Denhert, Watkins, Kuphal, Wiedman and Hansen were
weights.
Atoout the only man avail Gault, Ronan, Lansing and Brown the point winners last year and are exWeights.
The track calendar framed by Man
able at the High School is Duquette. Interscholastic champions in 1910, are I peeted to rake In a first or two.
In
The Varsity has always been praetiager Wiedman and Physical Director
He is an unknown quantity, but is big to be considered.
Dehnert is a dark these races the veterans seem to have I cally unbeatable in the weights.
In
Mustaine will make Montana field the
and active enough to make good and horse, but has a good reputation.
He |more class than the Freshmen.
But ] fact Emmett Ryan’s records in the
with some o f McGough’s excellent is said to be fast in the sprints, and a they realize that the.y can only retain weight events are. mighty apt to fall, scene of more meets than have been
coaching should crowd any Freshman consistent
performer
in
vaulting. this advantage toy hard training be- “Baron” Dornblaser, last year’s winner held in any former year. Seven meets
in all will be held and this is without
for the place.
Griffith, Streit and
Watkins comes from Fargo college, cause the youngsters are determined i in the shot-put will be in line again,
the State Inter-collegiate meet which
Busha will do the. weight juggling for where he is credited with a mark of to make the Varsity.
Hansen has He is bigger, 'better and brawnier than
will be held at Bozeman.
Two o f
the Freshmen.
With the exception 10:1 in the century.
He has reported been out for daily work.
He is better ever this year and is always ready to
these are collegiate mee.ts, two high
of Griffith, who is throwing the shot and is out regularly for practice. than ever. Darrow and Schroeder are give the best that he has.
He will
school
mee.ts,
the
inter-scholastic,
across the field, the Freshmen are ’Pete” Ronan is a doubtful performer the dark horses of the Freshmen, have a dangerous rival in Ed. Craigand two held by University organiza
weak.
at the present time.
He is still nurs Schroeder has already shown that he 'head, the Louisianan who gained his
The pole vault should go to the ing an injured knee which he received ■has the speed by his excellent work form in tossing watermelons over a tions.
The dates for the meets as nearly
Scholastic who have Napton and E. in the Gonzaga football game last fall. in the Class relay race run last fall. 1'5-foot fence.
Craighead has already
Prescott, who tied fo r second last So far he is able to use his leg, tout like, Darrow has a “rep” longer than his been practicing with the discus which as they can be. given now are as fol
year in the Interscholastic.
Both all “ crips” he himself is doubtful if he frame and he is expected to get into he hurls with excellent form. “ Big lows :
April 12—First annual inter-depart
Sam Dehnert and Avery Dehnert are can regain his old form.
If he does point winning condition.
Cliff” Day is the star with the hamment meet.
showing good form. Sam Dehnert is this hustler will bear watching for he
In the two mile last year Armitage mer. He also was ineligible to comApril 16—Varsity Freshmen-iMissoucredited with something over 10 feet is one of the most natural athletes in ran the. gamest race seen on the Var- pete last year on account of studies
la High school meet.
in this event.
Dowd also is to toe the school.
Lansing ran well for the sity field in years.
He
With good condi but is up at the present time.
April 19—Missoula-Hamilton High
considered.
local high school in the. Interscholastic tion he ought to win five points for should win the hammer this season.
school meet.
The relay will attract more interest last year, and has more spirit and am the Varsity with ease.
Busha and Streit, freshmen, are also
April 23— ( ? ) —Annual University
than all the events of the day put bition than any wild cat his weight.
juggling the weights.
Low Hurdles.
inter-class met.
together.
The High school believe Little is known of Gault, he is a well
Relay
Team.
May 7—Montana-Idaho inter-col
If promising material is any crite
they are unbeatable with Jones, Stone, developed fellow and looks like he can
The meet with the University of legiate.
rion the man who won this event last
Murphy and McHaffie running for tear the earth.
For him is predicted
May
6-10—Tenth annual inter-schol
year
in
27
4-5
seconds
will
have
to
I
Idaho
calls
for
a
mile
relay
to
be
run
them.
They say their best efforts a better season than ever. Brown has
will be concentrated in this race. The been out daily and it would seem pes travel much faster in order to even by four men, each running a quarter astic.
May
(? )— Montana - Washington
Dowd, Lansing, H. Molchior mile.
Therefore Montana must deFreshmen have not made their plans simistic indeed, to say that at least place.
known yet as to who will carry the two good men could not be found , in Streit, Ronan and Brown are hurdlers velop a strong team if they expect to i State College inter-collegiate.
Dowd ran third in last take the honors from Idaho.
The re.red and white.
It lies be.tween Dowd, this squad. With a little good weather of ability.
N O TICE.
Molchior, Lansing, Humphrey, Thurs and some luck the Varsity should toe year's interscholastic and critics say lay is the' prettiest and hardest race in [
It is |
ton, Thomas, Schroeder and Brown. able to show at least four good men he has the making of a good hurdler, the category of athletic events.
The money subscribed by students
Lansing showed well for the. local high the cream of all athletic events. There
It looks as if the.Freshmen should be for the dashes.
school in the same meet and would is more, real enthusiasm displayed, and for the automobile used by Coach
able to pick four pretty fast men out
Quarter Mile.
probably have placed in the finals but more 'honor attached to a relay race Philoon last fall must be collected this
of this bunch of sprinters.
All those who have not yet
He than any other event.
The prospec- week.
In the 440-dash the prospects are hit a hurdle in his preliminary.
What must be has the best form of any of the tive material of the Varsity is prac- paid have received bills and they are
“Even the reporter has ’ an office, brighter than ever.
urged
to
get their subscriptions into
and with clear eyes and honest lan the feelings of an opponent who must j youngsters. For pretty hurdling Ronan I tically unlimited, although most of it
Through the I is green, for the reason that it is the the A. S. U. M. manager’s office at
guage, may unveil injustice, and point run from the scratdh with such men |is in a class toy himself.
as Wiedman, Cameron, Humphrey, efficient tutoring of “Bob” Cary Ronan first time a relay has toe.en scheduled. once.
the way to progress.”—R. L. S.

H
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A. S. U. M. NIGHT
A T THE BIJOU
Theater and Nonpareil Con
fectionery to Give A. S. U.
M. Part of Proceds
Tomorrow night will be A. S. U. M.
night at the Bijou theater and at the
Nonpareil Confectionery store. Twen' ty per cent of the gate receipts at the
I Eijou and twenty-five per cent of the
I proceeds at the Nonpareil will be given
to the A. S. U._ M.
I The features o f the show at the
Bijou will be the staging of the. Uni
versity quartette and the exhibition
! of twenty-four slides picturing life
|on the campus.
j The men in the male quartette, are
< Hoel, Stoddard, Sewell and Owsley.
I The slides to be shown are mostly
! new ones and furnish a fresh inter1pretation of University life.
I The slides include pictures of
‘•Prexie. Craighead, Carl Cameron,
president of the Associated Students,
j and snap-shots of last spring's track
meet together with views of life, on
the campus.
| Besides the quartette and the slides
'there will be moving pictures Of real
I merit.
Two reels will be shown,
I ‘ The Wardrobe Lady” and ‘‘Cutey and
I the Chorus Girl.”
The “ Wardrobe
Lady” is an interesting comedy-drama
i

V O U can’t be much unless you see
1 much. And you can’t see much un
less you make it a matter of business
to do so.

faihi

ofn e.s

For \oung Men
designed along lines which will gain your
spontaneous approval await inspection.
See them and you’ll not care to
see much else, for a time at least

wig0oula ||p mantite
passes Hopes of Coach—
To Be Given April 25.

Students

PLAN COURSE
IN ATHLETICS

Be

SH AW PLAY IS
|FINANCES ARE
NEARLY READY IN GOOD SHAPE:
Progress of Rehearsal Sur- j Associated

in which two lovers become separated
through a trivial misfortune, but who
meet again after years of an eventful
life.
Cutey in “ Cutey and the Chorus I
Girls” becomes too anxious to make j
an impression on two good looking!
Coach Mustaine Will Teach
chorus girls and they play a trick on
him.
As a result he has to buy a big
New Art of Training
dinner for an old disagreeable danqer
Athletes.
rather than for the pretty girl who
infatuated him.
This is the second time this year]
that an A. S. U. M. night has been of- | Professor Mustaine, physical director
fered by the Bijou and the Nonpareil j of the University' will offer a summer
If this one' proves a success it will
school course for the training of high
be . rspeate.d in a month.
school athletic coacnes. It is designed
for the purpose of giving those high
FRESHMEN WOMEN TO school male instructors who are ex
pected to coach athletics along with
REW ARD THEIR STAR. regular instruction, the proper training
to fit them for their dual duties.
This course will be distinct from the
As an incentive for all Freshmen to courses in playground work and physi
It will deal with
do their mightiest in track athletics cal instruction.
this coming season the girls of the athletic training, rubbing, dieting and
Freshmen class are offering a 16 pen the coaching of teams.
nant to the Freshman athlete, winning | High schools have always had diffi
the most points in the rual meet with culty in finding men who can teach
the High school, April 16.
They are I and at the same time handle athletics.
also organizing a “rooters” club and Men prepared for the dual work are
will see that their class is properly always wanted, and it is expected that
represented in the matter of noise. a number of high school teachers, as
The interest in the coming track sea well as undergraduates who expect to
son is intense among ,the Freshmen. Lteach, will take advantage of the
They are out for the class champion course.
ship.
N U M B E R SIXES.
For two successive seasons the pres
ent Junior class have won the meet, The night was growing old
and the Freshmen are certain that As she trudged thru snow and sleet;
they can take their laurels and do it I Her nose was long and cold,
in better fashion than in basketball, j And her shoes were full of feet.

T here

A t T h e F in ish

A fte r tkat a nice skew er— a good
ruk — and kack into you r street
clotkes to mingle w itk tke rest of
tke fellows.
I f you can

Has

Put on One of O ur Correct Fitting
TailorecUTo-Measure Suits

$224.44 in Its Treasury
According to Report.

The Associated Students has $244.44
in the treasury, according to the reguI lar mid-semester report issued by
George Armitage, manager of the as
sociation.
$66.44 of this amount is
in the bank; $110 is due from the
j University to help pay for the piano
I in the. gymnasium: $56 yet remains in
|the incidental fee fund.
With the money to be derived from
|the May Day carnival and the Annual
I Play, the A. S. U. M. ought to close
Bernard Shaw.
the year with no deficit,
Probably no modern European playj The report in full:
' wright has been more talked about,
nor have his plays excited more com  A. S. U. M. Mid-Semester Report to
ment than Barnard Shaw, the author
April 8, 1913.
of “You Never Can Tell.”
The play
Total
Total
is as typical of him as any he has
Expenditures Receipts
written and has more life and humor
................................ $1,074.00
than most of them.
The situation is Inc. Fee .................
756.22
farcical but the action is realistic. The Football ................. $1,313.68
862.20
973.55
characters are all unique and interest |Basketball ..............
290.00
226.95
ing, and the play is full of brilliant Dances ....... ............
25.40
25.00
|Debate ...................
epigrams.
j Rink .......................
42.87
The Action of the Play.
61.75
Plays ......................
................
104.30
415.
A short synopsis of the first part of I General
42.00
.......... I
the story will give an idea of the situ j Track ...... ,..............
100.00
...........
ation.
Mrs. Clarendon, an English I Kaimin ...................
66.44
..........
woman is divorced from, her husband ! A. S. U. M. balance
and with her three children, a boy and
$3,2166.34 $3,216.34
girl who are twins, and an extra girl,
92.79 '
goes to Madeira to live.
She returns Bank balance
to London to have the teeth of the two Checks 17, 18, 21, 22, outstanding ..
26.35 j
of the children fixed. There, she meets
a gentleman who is a tenant of her
11
66.44
husband, a fact she does not know. A. S. U. M balance............$
110.00
The family invite him to dinner and Due from U. of M..... ..............
Balance
Inc.
Fee.....................
56.00
when they learn that his landlord is
in town, ask that he come too.
Total A. S. t r. M. money....$ 222.44
The appearance of the divorced hus
ci EO. ARMITAG E,
Signed
band, who washes his teeth with yelManager A. S. U. M.
. low kitchen soap because of its bene
ficial influence on the character, the
young dentist who has fallen in love
JO U R N A L IS T S .
with every girl he has ever met and
who is at last really infatuated with To serve thy generation, this thy fate;
one of the Clarendon girls, and the Written in water, swiftly fades thy
name;
philosophical waiter whose principle
in life, if he may be allowed to have But he who loves his kind does, first
and late
such a thing, is, you never can tell,
carry the story to a natural though A work too great for fame.
—Mary
Clemmer; The Journalist.
r&markable finish.
, The impressions o f the stroller in
Main hall now-a-days are mostly dra
matic. 'Convocation hall seems to be
continually occupied by the cast of
"You Never Can Tell.”
Rehearsals
are regular and often and the play
is progressing in advance of the di
rector’s brightest hopes.
The cast is
working faithfully and with the. busi
ness manager’s staff, which is now or
ganized, will be easily ready for the
production on April 25.

j

tkat portrays tke details of your
individual self and emkodies latest
style and careful workmanskip;
you 11 feel finer and look ketter
tkan ever.
M ake you r require
ments known to

Barneys’ Fashion Shop
Headquarters for University Students
2 2 2 North Higgins Avenue, Missoula
w lio w ill skow y ou our attractive woolens and styles
and send us your correct measure.

Largest tailors in the world of
m a d e ' o r d e r clothes.

GOOD

Price Building

Chicago, U. S. A .

